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Introduction
On 26 April 2022, a fire occurred at Meridian Point, a medium rise block of flats in Deptford,
south-east London which is located on the corner of Creek Road and Glaisher Street. At the
time of writing, the cause of the fire has not yet been confirmed, but it is believed that it may
have been started by contractors who were working on the upper levels of the building.
Although the fire did not involve cladding, a substantial amount of other combustible
materials were present and the overall construction of the building appears to have lacked
the ability to resist fire. Therefore, any hot work being carried out by contractors would carry
a serious risk of ignition.

This is a preliminary report based on what is known so far and is produced with the aim of
helping those with an interest in fire safety, building design and engineering to understand
how the fire was able to take hold and spread as it did. The design of the building and its
construction is explained with the aid of annotated photographs and diagrams to help the
reader understand the multi-layered construction of the external wall. In basic terms, the
building had a structural timber frame and an external insulated render system.

This fire gives rise to a number of important issues which require further consideration,
especially as it is the Author’s belief that they do not always receive the attention they
deserve. With all the emphasis being on cladding at the moment, especially ACM as that was
the type involved at Grenfell, it is easy for other materials and construction methods, which
pose a serious fire hazard, to be overlooked. With more of an emphasis on high-rise buildings,
the risks in low or medium-rise buildings do not get sufficient consideration, despite several
serious fires having occurred in recent years, all with the potential for loss of life.

It is only through identifying these risks, understanding them, and learning from incidents that
action can be taken to ensure that fires of this type can be avoided in the future. Fortunately,
there were no injuries or loss of life in this case, although the situation could have been worse
if the residents had not been able to evacuate as promptly as they did.
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Building Description

Meridian Point sits on the corner of Creek Road and Glaisher Street in Deptford, south-east
London (Fig.1). It’s postal address appears to be 135-137 Creek Road (front entrance) and 19 Glaisher Street (side entrance). The building has five storeys (GF + 4), with a row of
penthouse flats above. The main part of the building faces Creek Road, and has a curved
profile at one end, which follows the line of the corner of the road. Attached to the rear, is a
newer extension with a façade which is partly in exposed brick and partly covered in render
(Fig.2). This part has its own access point in Glaisher Street.

Rear extension

Penthouse
flats

Wooden
decking

Figure 1: The block of flats as viewed from above; there are penthouse flats at the top which open out onto a
wooden-decked roof terrace. It was the penthouses and the upper floors of the rear extension which bore
the brunt of the fire. The timber decking is an obvious fire hazard and significantly contributed to the blaze.

The ground and first floors of the building are used as business premises, most notably a hair
salon and a children’s play facility; Big Little Fun. All the floors above (floors 3-5) and the
penthouse are residential. Some of the flats in the extension have balconies, whereas the
penthouse flats are provided with a spacious roof terrace which has wooden decking.
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Figure 2: The original part of the block is has a curved profile and is covered in dark render. Attached to the
back at its eastern end is a newer extension. The lower floors have a façade of brick, whereas those above
have a light coloured render.

External Wall Construction
Those parts of the building involved in the fire - the penthouse flats and the upper floors of
the rear extension have a structural timber frame, which has been exposed due to the fire,
along with the layers of material which make up the external wall.

My subsequent

examination of the fire damage has revealed that the wall construction was of a type which
was unable to resist fire. This was due to the type of materials used, a lack of fire protection,
and the overall design of the structure.

The external walls consist of several layers, most of which are combustible (Figs.3 & 4). The
arrangement of layers in the external wall - from outside to inside – is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cement render
Mineral wool insulation
Plywood
Plastic waterproof membrane
Chip board
Cavity containing structural timber frame
Plasterboard
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Figures 3 (top) & 4 (bottom): Fire damage to the external walls, exposing the structural timber frame and the
layers of combustible materials within.

The structural frame at the upper levels is enclosed between layers of timber; plywood and
chipboard. There is also insulation board, which forms part of an insulated render system and
is bonded to a layer of cementitious render.

Although the render system was non-

combustible, it was unable to stop the fire spreading through the combustible layers of timber
inside the external wall. Internally, the walls of the flats are dry-lined with plaster board, but
this will not prevent a fire from spreading once it has taken hold of the wooden layers within.
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Spread of the Fire
The photographs (Figs.5-7) below show the rear part of the building as it was before the fire,
during the fire, and immediately after the fire. Figs. 8-12 show how the fire affected the roof.

Insulated
render system

Figures 5 & 6: The rear extension before the fire (top), and during the fire (bottom).
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Figure 7: The fire has consumed the entire roof and gutted the interior of the flats below. Many residents lost
everything they owned and were left with only the clothes they stood up in.

Burnt-out
penthouse flat
Fire is thought to
have started here

Roof terrace with
wooden decking
Figure 8: The gutted remains of the penthouse flats and the top floor flats of the rear block. The wall and roof
structure offered no fire resistance and has burned through completely. The wooden-decked roof terrace is
also extensively damaged and has exposed the flats beneath to the effects of the fire, as well as the water
used by firefighters to extinguish the blaze.

Having examined footage and photographs of the fire at various stages of its development,
and subsequently assessed the damage, I am confident that the fire started on the roof
terrace at the point where the original block joins with the extension. It is also near a scaffold
tower – visible in the bottom right corner of Figure 8 – where contractors were working.
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Figure 9: The damage as seen from the side of the building after the fire. The insulated render system has
detached from the wall in some places to expose the timber boarding behind.

Fire begins in corner
of roof terrace at this
end

Scaffolding

Figure 10: The fire starts on the roof terrace, at the point where the two parts of the building meet each other.
The flames extend to a considerable height due to the exposed location and the combustible nature of the
materials on the roof and in the walls.

The fire very quickly became established on the roof terrace and began to spread across the
roof horizontally in both directions (Figs.9 & 10). The timber construction of the walls and
roofs offered no resistance, and unimpeded fire spread rapidly took over.
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Figure 11: Firefighters are attempting to extinguish the blaze whilst a large amount of smoke is being
produced. The fire was able to enter the interior of the wooden structure and spread between the layers in
the walls and roofs, including the cavity which contained the structural frame.

Figure 12: Firefighters on aerial platforms tackle the fire from above, but due to the flames being inside the
walls, this tactic is having limited impact.

As mentioned previously, the main means of fire spread was through the internal layers and
cavity of the external walls. Despite the amount of timber in the external wall and the
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presence of wooden decking on the roof terraces, some estate agents have claimed that the
building was “EWS1 form compliant.” This would imply that it had a rating of A1, when in
reality with such a large amount of timber present, it would most likely have got a B2.

The roofs of the building also contained layers of combustible materials, including large
amounts of timber. Due to a lack of passive fire protection, the interior of the walls could
easily be accessed by the flames, although theoretically the insulated render system with its
mineral wool insulation should have acted as a barrier and kept the fire out. This would
suggest that the point of access was around the window edges, which seem to have had no
protection other than the mineral wool in the render system.

With little to protect the cavity and the combustible layers within the external wall, the fire
could spread unabated, without even being accessible to firefighters. One hundred and
twenty firefighters were brought in to tackle the blaze, which the London Fire Brigade (LFB)
described as “challenging”; not least because their efforts seemed almost in vain. Twentyfive fire appliances were at the scene and firefighters wearing breathing apparatus fought the
fire from all angles in several locations, as it continued to rage for many hours. Some reports
have claimed that it was not until fourteen hours later that the fire was finally extinguished.

The smoke was so thick, that at times the roof, area, the penthouse flats and those fighting
the fire were obscured from view. Nearby residents looked on in disbelief and were told to
keep windows and doors closed. The fire caused many onlookers in nearby buildings to feel
uneasy, particularly those whose homes are covered in combustible cladding. Although this
fire did not involve cladding, it was nevertheless a reminder as to what could potentially
happen. A nearby resident called Leoni (aged 18), described the incident in a press interview.
She referred to it as being “really scary,” and stated that “Firefighters were up there on the
ladder trying to get the fire out, and the flames got higher than them at one point. They all
had to move back in order to stay safe.” Station Commander, Ian Smith said, “This is an
intense fire located in the roof of the building and fire crews are working hard in challenging
conditions.” The LFB described the fire as “spreading through the insulation cavity,” making
it hard to fight, and there were reports of firefighters using angle grinders to cut the wall open
so that they could get at the fire.
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Fortunately, there were no deaths or serious injuries, but if the incident had occurred at night
when most people were asleep, the outcome could have been very different considering how
rapidly the fire took hold and spread through the building. The fire began early in the
afternoon, with the LFB receiving the first call at 1pm. Due to its location, the fire did not
trigger an alarm, meaning that for some occupants it may have been too late if they had been
asleep. A façade-based alarm system (see Appendix A), would have been an advantage.

The Problem with Timber Framed Buildings

Timber frames have become increasingly popular in recent years due to their flexibility, ease
of use and the fact that they allow buildings to be erected quickly at a relatively low cost.
Compared to materials like concrete which have a high carbon footprint, timber is a
renewable source which cuts down on waste because it will degrade naturally at the end of
the building’s life, as well as being easy to re-use and recycle. However, despite the economic
and green credentials, timber frames can present a serious fire hazard, especially if used with
other combustible materials or if used in structures lacking in passive fire protection.

It is not only timber frames which pose a risk, but also timber cladding and timber decks to
balconies and roof terraces. All of these have been involved in serious fires. Below are
examples of some of these fires, all of which have occurred in the UK in the last fifteen years:

Brindley Court (December 2007)
Bennett Close (June 2008)
Wakefield Park, Reading, Berkshire (November 2015)
Manley Boulevard, Kent (September 2017)
Samual Garside House, Riverside, Barking (June 2019)
Premier Inn, Bristol (July 2019)
Beechmere Care Home, Crewe, Cheshire (August 2019)
Worcester Park, Surrey (September 2019)
Parkhurst Avenue, Brighton, Sussex (September 2019)
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The Cube, Bolton, Greater Manchester (November 2019)
Moorfield Hotel, Shetland (July 2020)
Millard Place, Arborfield (April 2021)
Rowe Court, Reading, Berkshire (December 2021)
With six fires just in that year alone, 2019 was particularly bad for incidents involving
structural timber frames, timber cladding and timber balconies. Some of these fires are
considered in greater detail in Appendix B of this report.

How can Building Fires involving Timber be Avoided?

By tradition, timber has been used in buildings for centuries for stairs, roof beams, floors,
ceiling joists, window frames, doors and door frames. In the late 20th and into the 21st century
with an expanding population, a need for more housing and environmental concerns due to
the warming of the climate, timber has found uses in other ways. Most notably, these uses
include structural frames, balcony decks, roof terraces and cladding. It could be argued that
timber framed buildings have been around much longer. In the medieval period most
buildings were constructed in this way. Not only was it easily available and readily accessible,
but it was easy to use and allowed buildings of a decent quality to be erected within a
reasonable time frame. Such buildings have of course suffered from devastating fires, most
notably in London in 1666, after which legislation restricting the use of timber in buildings
was enacted.

By the 18th century, timber frames for housing were rapidly falling out of favour in terms of
safer methods of construction using brick and stone, although their use continued for barns
and other agricultural buildings. The 18th century saw further legislation introduced to cut
the fire risk from timber, having recognised that window frames which were flush with the
masonry or even slightly protruding, allowed fire to spread across the exterior of buildings.
Therefore, in 1707 new legislation (amended 1709) was introduced which required windows
to be set back four inches (10cm) from the face of the wall, and in 1774, further legislation
stipulated that the windows must also be recessed into the stonework or brickwork. External
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fires on buildings have been a problem for longer than one would expect, although for
different reasons.

Bearing this history in mind, it seems that the construction industry has taken something of a
backward step by reintroducing timber frames for domestic buildings. The same could also
be said about combustible cladding, as it defies the objectives of the 18th century legislation
aimed at preventing façade fires.

If we really are to continue using timber in this way, then greater effort must be put into
significantly reducing the fire risk. Ways in which this can be done are relatively simple and
are listed below:

1. The most obvious solution is to protect the timber frame, and this should be done by
enclosing it between layers of non-combustible materials which are capable of
withstanding higher temperatures. An example would be an outer leaf of brickwork,
but of a sufficient strength that if it gets damaged, it does not expose the timber frame
within. It may also be better to replace the internal dry lining with a second leaf of
brickwork which can be tied to the first so that if the plaster board is damaged, it is
this inner leaf which is exposed and not the timber frame or its cavity.
2. Multiple layers of timber and other combustible materials should not be used at all.
With the exception of glazing systems, all walls should contain at least one layer of
solid masonry.
3. Another point of weakness is around openings in the external wall, which have the
potential to allow fire into the cavity where it can attack the timber frame. These
include doorways, windows, cable penetrations and vents. If vents, ducts and cables
are inadequately fire stopped, an open pathway to the timber frame is created. If
windows of doors have uPVC frames – which can start to lose their structural integrity
at temperatures as low as 50°C and will have significantly deformed by the time the
temperature hits 100°C – protection around the opening will be a necessity if the
flames are to be prevented from entering the cavity and attacking the timber frame.
The best way of achieving this is to use steel flashing (as is the case in the United Arab
Emirates) or a fire resisting window pod (see Appendix C).
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4. The use of exposed timber, especially on roof terraces and balcony decks, should be
avoided. There are plenty of non-combustible alternatives which can be used, such as
ceramic tiles, commonly used on balconies and terraces in southern European
countries such as Italy.
5. Where wooden cladding is concerned; Although the effect of wood is pleasing to the
eye when used as cladding, it should nevertheless be avoided. Even if the wood is
treated with a flame retardant, it does not mean that it will not burn. The retardant
only makes it more difficult for the timber to ignite. Even if the wooden cladding has
been pre-charred, this will not prevent it from burning either. Contrary to common
belief, a char layer will only prevent combustion for a limited period of time because
it will gradually be consumed by the fire. Once this has happened, fresh timber is
exposed and it will burn. Therefore, the safest option is to avoid wooden cladding
altogether. If it really must be used, then large expanses of the material should be
avoided, as should its use either on (of close to) features projecting from the façade.
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Conclusion
Due to the amount of timber within the external walls of this block of flats, the fire was able
to spread rapidly between the layers and within the cavity. The insulated render system on
the outer face of the wall, despite containing non-combustible materials, was unable to stop
the fire from reaching the layers of wood surrounding the frame. There were also numerous
entry points at openings in the external wall, such as windows, all of which seem to have
lacked adequate protection. Once the fire was within the cavity, it proved inaccessible to
firefighters, and therefore continued to spread rapidly for many hours. The way the layers
were arranged and packed together, allowed the fire to be contained within the external wall
and the heat to build, therefore prolonging the fire and allowing it to spread.

Although the cause is yet to be formally confirmed, it is believed to have been started by
workers carrying out hot work close to the roof. This set fire to wooden decking boards on
the roof terrace, from where the fire spread horizontally in all directions to affect nearby
penthouse flats, and the adjacent rear block of the building. There was also a large amount
of timber within the roofs of the flats, which contributed to the blaze. All the flats in the
vicinity of the fire have been totally gutted and will require major repairs and even complete
reconstruction in some cases. Some commentators have also claimed that at least part of the
building may need to be demolished.

This fire is one in a long line of timber-based fires to have occurred in buildings during the last
fifteen years, and as a result of current trends driven by climate change, the economy and the
demand for housing, more fires of this type can be expected in years to come.
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Appendix A

A Façade-based Fire Detection and Fire Alarm System

Intelliclad is a unique innovation which was inspired by the Grenfell Tower fire. It is an
intelligent system which monitors itself to test for faults. It can also provide precise
information as to where about in the cladding system the fire actually is, which will be helpful
to firefighters.
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Research carried out by Imperial College has shown that 60% of façade fires which have
occurred since 2010 have started externally, including many of those affecting the super tall
buildings in Dubai. There are many potential causes of external fires, such as discarded
rubbish, building waste, bins, cars, cigarettes, barbeques, external lighting and air
conditioning systems.

The system has its own sounders, but can also be connected to the main alarm system via the
building management system. It can also provide much needed reassurance to residents by
warning them individually via a phone app, rather than – as has proved to be so often the
case – relying on an alert from neighbours banging on the door.
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Appendix B

Fires involving Timber Structures (2007-2022)

Timber cladding;
the building also
had a structural
timber frame

Beechmere Care Home in Crewe before the fire; photo: Housing Care.org

The same care home during the fire; photo: Cheshire Live
Tje
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Samuel Garside House, Riverside, Barking – 9 June 2019: A barbeque set fire to a wooden
balcony. The fire spread rapidly to adjacent balconies, all of which were also made of timber.
Eight flats were destroyed and twelve others were badly damaged, resulting in thirty families
being displaced. Photo: barkingriversidefire.com
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Structural
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Plywood backing
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HPL cladding

The Cube, Bolton, Greater Manchester – 18 November 2019: A fire started on a balcony at
the rear of this block of student flats and spread through the cladding system to engulf the
entire top floor. There was no masonry in the walls at this level, just timber and HPL cladding.
The construction is shown in the drawing on page 21. Photo: Taken at Author’s request.
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Moorfield Hotel, Shetland – 26 July 2020: This hotel on the Shetland Islands was used mainly
as accommodation for oil and gas workers on North Sea rigs, and was scheduled for closure
at the time of the fire. The cause appears to be unknown, but the building was constructed
from Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs), which consist of foam insulation sandwiched between
plywood boards. Although SIPs allow buildings to be erected quickly and cheaply, they consist
entirely of combustible materials and perform badly in a fire. Fortunately, there were no
deaths and serious injuries in this incident. Photo: BBC News
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Appendix C

Fire Resisting Window Pods
This product was also inspired by the Grenfell Tower Fire. The fire, which started in a fridge
freezer in the kitchen of a fourth-floor flat, was able to enter the cladding system through its
interface with the window due to an absence of fire protection. The aim of a protective
window pod is to provide a fire-proof barrier around the perimeter window, so that the
passage of flames from inside to outside or outside to inside via the cill, head or jambs is
prevented.
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As well as potentially saving lives, a fire resisting window pod can limit the damage to a
building. The product has been successfully tested by the FPA on a rig covered with
Aluminium Composite Material (ACM) cladding, where the spread of flames via the window
was greatly restricted and the temperatures were kept at a relatively low level. An equivalent
product is specified in the UAE fire codes, where it has proven successful in limiting loss of life
and damage to property. The UK version also has a heat deflector, the size of which is
determined by calculating the heat flux of a given material or construction type, and can be
used alongside other façade fire safety measures such as Intelliclad (see Appendix A). There
is also a similar product available to protect vents through the external wall.
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